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Abstract. Modern architectures are characterized by deeper levels of
memory hierarchy, often explicitly addressable. Optimizing applications
for such architectures requires careful management of the data move-
ment across all these levels. In this paper, we focus on the problem of
mapping tensor contractions to memory hierarchies with more than two
levels, specifically addressing placement of memory allocation and data
movement statements, choice of loop fusions, and tile size selection. Ex-
isting algorithms to find an integrated solution to this problem even for
two-level memory hierarchies have been shown to be expensive. We im-
prove upon this work by focusing on the first-order cost components,
simplifying the analysis required and reducing the number of candidates
to be evaluated. We have evaluated our framework on a cluster of GPUs.
Using five candidate tensor contraction expressions, we show that fusion
at multiple levels improves performance, and our framework is effective
in determining profitable transformations.

1 Introduction

Starting from the last 4-5 years, chip designers cannot enable sequential code
to be executed faster through increases in clock rates and/or instruction-level
parallelism. This paradigm shift is impacting high performance computing as
well, as clusters of uniprocessors are no longer the dominant HPC architectures.
Instead, clusters of multi-core and/or many-core architectures are becoming ex-
tremely common, and overall, architectures are becoming increasingly heteroge-
neous and complex. One emerging trend in HPC is towards clusters of GPUs.
In the list of top 500 supercomputers released in May 2010, two of the top seven
fastest supercomputers are based on GPUs. Because of the overall popularity
and cost-effectiveness of GPUs, this trend can be expected to continue.

Developing applications on these emerging systems involves complex opti-
mizations. Among other issues, orchestrating data movement across multiple
levels of hierarchy, and restructuring the computation to reduce the cost of such
data movement, are both challenging problems. As a specific example, consider
processing of a disk-resident dataset on a machine with one or more GPUs. If
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the size of the main memory is smaller than the size of the dataset, there will
be significant data movement costs between the disk and main memory. Simi-
larly, it is likely that the GPU device memory is smaller than the main memory.
Even though GPU memory capacities have increased rapidly, high-end GPUs
today have 3-6 GB memory, and cheaper or older GPUs have much less mem-
ory. In comparison, servers today easily have 12 or more GB of main memory.
Thus, data movements between main memory and device memory also need to
be carefully planned. Moreover, when considering a cluster of GPUs and/or a
single node connected with multiple GPUs, the data movement and optimization
problems are even more challenging.

Optimizations such as tiling and loop fusion can enable better data reuse
and reduce the cost of these data movements. However, what we need is an
integrated framework to enable these transformations across more than 2 levels
of memory hierarchy. There has been a considerable amount of work on compiler
optimizations for out-of-core programs [6,18,17,5,36], but the solutions do not
directly extend when data movements for another level need to be considered.
Similarly, there has been some work on optimizing data movements from main
memory to device memory [35,34,22]. As multi-level processor caches became
very common in mid-nineties, several compiler efforts considered optimizations
for them [25,32,30].

This paper presents an optimization framework for systems requiring data
movement across multiple memory hierarchy levels. Our work is specifically in
the context of tensor contractions [33,14], which can be viewed as generalized
matrix products. Sequences of tensor contractions arise in several domains, par-
ticularly, in ab initio computational models in quantum chemistry. Such contrac-
tions are often performed over several large multi-dimensional arrays, making it
very likely that input data does not fit in main memory. At the same time, these
applications are compute-intensive, and can benefit from GPUs.

We present an extensive framework for optimizing tensor contractions on a
system requiring explicit data movement across three memory hierarchy levels.
We address the following challenges: 1) determining the loop structure, which
comprises of fused and tiled loops, 2) the placement of memory allocation and
data movement statements for each of the memory hierarchy levels, and 3) the
tile sizes. While we specifically target machines with GPUs and problems with
out-of-core data structures, our framework can be applied on any system with
more than 2 explicitly managed memory hierarchy levels.

2 Background

The tensor contraction expressions we consider in this paper arise, for example,
in the context of the Coupled Cluster (CC) theory [3], a widely used method for
solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. A tensor contraction expression is
comprised of a collection of multi-dimensional summations of product of several
input tensors or arrays. Consider the following contraction:
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B(a, b, c, d) =
∑

p,q,r,s

C1(s, d) × C2(r, c) × C3(q, b) × C4(p, a) × A(p, q, r, s)

This contraction is referred to as a four-index transform. Here, A(p, q, r, s) is
a four-dimensional input tensor and B(a, b, c, d) is the transformed (output)
tensor. C1, C2, C3, and C4 are the transformation tensors. The indices a, b, . . .
denote the dimensionality of the tensors and the relationship between them
across tensors. Minimizing the operation count results in the following sequence
of binary tensor contractions:

T3(a, q, r, s) =
∑

p

C4(p, a) × A(p, q, r, s);T2(a, b, r, s) =
∑

q

C3(q, b) × T3(a, q, r, s)

T1(a, b, c, s) =
∑

r

C2(r, c) × T2(a, b, r, s);B(a, b, c, d) =
∑

s

C1(s, d) × T1(a, b, c, s)

where T 1, T 2, and T 3 are intermediate tensors. In each contraction, a set of
indices are summed over, or contracted, and are referred to as the summation
(or contracted) indices. These indices occur in both inputs of a binary contraction
and are also referred to as common indices. This is a generalization of matrix-
matrix multiplication with individual indices replaced by sets of indices.

The size of each dimension (or loop index) varies from 100 to a few thousand.
As a result, the input, output, and the intermediate tensors often do not fit into
the main memory of a single node. This, together with the high floating-point
intensity of these expressions, lends themselves to execution on a parallel system,
and considerable effort has been put on parallelization of these methods [15,2].

Effective execution of tensor contraction expressions on parallel systems with
multi-level memory hierarchies necessitates several transformations. In particu-
lar, the allocation and freeing of memories in the the multi-level hierarchy to-
gether with the associated data transfer needs to be carefully orchestrated. While
the execution is dominated by the floating point operations, data movement can
quickly overwhelm the total execution time if not effectively managed. Tiling di-
rectly benefits these calculations, analogous to its applicability to matrix-matrix
multiplication implementations. While much work on matrix multiplication fo-
cuses on square matrices, tensor contractions often involve highly rectangular
matrices, exacerbated by the higher dimensionality involved. In particular, it is
not uncommon for one of the arrays involved in a contraction to be small enough
to fit at some higher-level of the memory hierarchy, such as in the example above.

Loop fusion is an integral part of effective data locality management in such
multi-level memory hierarchies. Much of the early work on loop fusion either
focused on identifying the feasibility of fusing two loops, fusing the identified
loops [23,24], possibly with other transformations that enable loop fusion [38], or
a general transformation framework that encompasses loop permutation, fusion,
and other transformations under an abstract cost model [21,1,19].

In this paper, we focus on identifying effective fusions for tensor contrac-
tions with as concrete a cost model as possible. Specifically, we consider data
movement costs under memory constraints. For systems with only two levels of
memory hierarchy, this problem has been addressed before by Sahoo et al. [33].
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We note that, unlike more general application classes, tensor contractions, which
consist of fully permutable loops, can be fused without requiring enabling loop
transformations.

3 Problem Statement and Notation

Given a sequence of binary contractions, such as the one in Section 2, efficient
code tailored to the specific memory hierarchy needs to be generated. We focus
on machines comprising more than two levels in the memory hierarchies. The
key decisions to be made are 1) determining the loop structure, comprising of
fused and tiled loops, 2) the placement of memory allocation and data movement
statements for each of the memory hierarchy levels, and 3) the tile sizes. It has
been shown previously that the the space of possible choices is exponentially
large [33]. Besides considering additional levels in the memory hierarchy in de-
termining fusion structures, we focus on the prescriptive approaches to choosing
candidate loop fusions without requiring expensive optimization procedures.

In our presentation, Ni, Nj , . . . and Ti, Tj, . . . denote sizes of full dimensions
and individual tiles along dimensions i, j, . . ., respectively. Lower case letters
denote loop and array reference indices, or sets of indices. A[a, b] denotes a tensor
indexed by a and b. In addition to identifying the dimensionality of the tensor, the
labels (here a and b) identify the relationship between the indices of the tensors
participating in a tensor contraction. The memory levels are denoted by α, β, . . .,
with α being the slowest memory hierarchy level. The size of memory available
at each level is denoted as Mα, Mβ, . . ., and the time to move one element of the
data between adjacent levels is Λαβ , Λβγ , . . .. We assume that data movement
is always performed between adjacent levels of the memory hierarchy. The cost
to perform one double precision floating point operation is denoted by Cflop.

4 Single Contraction Optimization

In this section, we determine the loop structure to map a single tensor contrac-
tion to a multi-level memory hierarchy. We first summarize existing results for
the case when data movement is considered at only a single level (e.g. from disks
to main memory). A detailed description is available from an earlier publica-
tion [33]. In a tensor contraction, the indices can be grouped into those that
are contracted and the remaining indices in the two input tensors. Given that
the loops are fully permutable and we reason about the total data movement
volume, ignoring issues such as stride of access, the indices can be grouped into
three composite indices. In the ensuing discussion, we refer to the contracted
indices as Nk, and the remaining indices in the two inputs as Ni and Nj.

One Array Fits in Memory: Consider the three tensors X [x, y], Y [y, z], and
Z[x, z] in a tensor contraction, where X , Y , and Z correspond to the three tensors
participating in a binary tensor contraction, one of them being the output tensor.
Without loss of generality, assume that X fits in memory. Let the size along the
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Allocate X

for z

Allocate Y

for x

Allocate Z

for y

//compute

(a)

Allocate X

for z

Allocate Z

for y

Allocate Y

for x

//compute

(b)

Allocate X

for z

Allocate Y,Z

for x,y

//compute

(c)

Allocate C

for k

Allocate A, B

load A, B

for i, j

//compute

Deallocate A, B

Store C

(d)

Fig. 1. Loop structures for a single contraction on a two-level memory hierarchy.
(a)Loop structure if Ny ≤ Nx(b) Loop structure if Nx ≤ Ny(c) Simplified loop struc-
ture for discussion (d) Example code for the contraction C = A × B.

dimensions x, y, and z be Nx, Ny, and Nz, respectively. It can be shown that
to minimize the data movement costs, the smallest array is retained in memory,
with the other two arrays being streamed. This results in a memory cost of [33]:

Nx × Ny + min(Nx, Ny) + 1 ≤ Mβ (4.1)

We approximate Equation 4.1 by replacing the left hand side with Nx ×Ny. For
values of Mβ encountered in practice, the value of the min term in the worst case
(Nx = Ny =

√
Mβ) is much smaller than the memory size, and can be ignored.

The loop structures for the cases where one of the arrays fits in the memory
are shown in Figure 1, where X, Y, Z represent any of the three tensors. Note that
none of the tensors are surrounded by loops that do not index it. This ensures
that there is no redundant data movement for any of the arrays, achieving the
minimum possible data movement cost, i.e. we read each input array and write
the output array exactly once [33]. The position of a tensor in the loop structure
identifies both data movement and memory management steps. Viewing the loop
structure as a loop nest tree, a tensor label, denoted by an allocate statement for
a tensor, identifies its position in the loop nest tree. The memory allocation and
read statements (if the array is read) are inserted into the structure before the
code corresponding to the nested statements are generated. After the processing
of all nested statements, the deallocation and write statement (if it is an output
array) are generated. While the optimal choice of loop structure that minimizes
the memory usage is given by Figure 1(a) or Figure 1(b), the difference in practice
is a small reduction in memory overhead, not the dominant memory overhead or
data movement cost. We, therefore, consider the simplified structure shown in
Figure 1(c) for further analysis. Figure 1(d) illustrates the insertion of memory
allocation and data movement statements for the abstract structure shown in
Figure 1(c) for the contraction C = A × B.

No Arrays Fit in Memory: For a two-level memory hierarchy, say the α ↔ β
levels, it has been shown that the optimal loop structure involves the data
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transfer for the output array being higher in the loop structure than that for
the other two arrays. Recalling that tiles sizes along X and Y dimensions are Ti

and Tj , respectively, the data movement and memory costs are now given by:

Dataαβ = Λαβ ×
(

Ni × Nj + Ni × Nj × Nk ×
(

1

Ti
+

1

Tj

))
(4.2)

Memoryβ = Ti × Tj + Ti + Tj < Mβ (4.3)

Minimizing the data movement under the memory constraint results in Ti =
Tj = T ≈ √

Mβ . Intuitively, optimized mapping of a tensor contraction to
a two-level memory hierarchy requires maximizing the tile size for the output
array with a small amount of data for the input arrays brought in at a time.

4.1 Multi-level Memory Hierarchies

We now focus on extending the existing work to the systems where data move-
ment is required across more than two levels in the memory hierarchy. Specifi-
cally, consider a memory hierarchy consisting of three levels, namely α, β, and
γ. The total data movement cost is the sum of costs of the two α ↔ β and
β ↔ γ data transfers. We shall assume in this discussion that levels cannot be
bypassed, with data movement always occurring between adjacent levels. We also
assume that the memories get faster and smaller as we move along the memory
hierarchies, with α being the slowest level with infinite capacity.

First, if one of the tensors fits into γ, minimal data movement can be achieved
by placing the array in γ, or reading directly into γ, and streaming the other
two arrays through all levels of memory hierarchy using the loop structure shown
in Figure 1. Each tensor label in such a schedule corresponds to data transfer
across all memory hierarchy levels.

Consider the data movement order with all αβ transfers grouped to nest the
βγ transfers, with Cαβ being the outermost data placement and the data transfer
for the A and B arrays at the same loop nesting. As explained earlier, we ignore
the nesting between A and B given the limited memory usage improvement with
no change in data movement cost. The costs for this data placement are given by:

Dataαβ = Λαβ

(
Ni × Nj + Ni × Nj × Nk

(
1

Ti
+

1

Tj

))
(4.4)

Dataβγ = Λβγ × Ni × Nj × Nk

(
1

T ′
i

+
1

T ′
j

+
qk

Tk

)
(4.5)

Memoryβ = Ti × Tj + Ti × Tk + Tj × Tk (4.6)

Memoryγ = T ′
i × T ′

j + T ′
i × T ′

k + T ′
j × T ′

k (4.7)

Here, T ′
i , T ′

j, and T ′
k are the tile sizes at the γ level, and qk is 1 if Tk = Nk, 2

otherwise. This is because when Tk = Nk, the values of C could be written to the
output without having to be loaded and accumulated. The tile sizes for the data
movement placement can be determined by solving this non-linear constrained
optimization problem. However, the solution requires additional information on
the problem size, which is not always available to a compiler. Thus, here our focus
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is on deriving prescriptive solutions that do not require precise information on the
problem size. Where the problem size is needed, we reduced the determination to
a quick runtime decision. In the process, we demonstrate the tile sizes for optimal
data movement in a single-level memory hierarchy need not match those of a
multi-level memory hierarchy.

Note that the data transfer cost at the βγ level depends on the tile size Tk

determined for the αβ data transfer. The optimal data transfer for the single-
level memory hierarchy, when no array fits in β, involves Ti = Tj =

√
Mβ and

Tk = 1. Even under the assumption that Λαβ is much higher than Λβγ , for large
values of Nk, the data transfer cost is dominated by Dataαβ +ΛβγNi×Nj ×Nk.
We thus consider another alternative, with Ti = Tj = Tk =

√
Mβ/3. This

corresponds to equal amounts of all three arrays being stored in memory at any
time, a less than optimal choice for a two-level memory hierarchy. The total data
movement cost (with T ′

i = T ′
j =

√
Mγ) is given by:

Ni × Nj ×
[
Λαβ ×

(
1 + Nk × 2

√
3√

Mβ

)
+ ΛβγNk ×

(
2√
Mγ

+
2
√

3√
Mβ

)]
(4.8)

Comparing this cost with Equations 4.4 and 4.5, we observe that equal tile sizes
are better when:

2√
Mβ

Λαβ + 2Λβγ ≥ 2
√

3√
Mβ

(Λαβ + Λβγ) =⇒ Mβ ≥
(

(
√

3 − 1)Λαβ

Λβγ
+

√
3

)
(4.9)

This condition is evaluated with qk = 2 in the above determination. It can be
quickly evaluated at install time to choose the best tile size. Intuitively, the data
transfer between the αβ memory levels is increased to significantly reduce the
cost of transfer between the βγ levels, keeping it relatively small. While glob-
ally optimizing the objective function yields the best solution, the prescriptive
solution is independent of the problem size while achieving similar ends.

When one of the arrays fits in β, the optimal single-level solution involves
fitting the array in β and streaming the other arrays. When it fits within (Mβ/3),
both schemes result in similar cost functions and the tile sizes chosen for the
single-level optimal solution are chosen. However, for the smallest array size
between (Mβ/3) and Mβ, we have a choice between the two tiling alternatives.
With the streaming scheme, without loss of generality, we assume the smallest
matrix is A, then by keeping the smallest matrix in β, the tile sizes are Ti = Ni,
Tk = Nk, and Tj ≤ Mβ−NiNk

Ni+Nk
. The data movement at the αβ level will be

Λαβ(NiNk + NjNk + NiNj) (4.10)

This tiling decision at the αβ level results in tensors of sizes Tj , TjNk, and TjNi

residing in β, which need to be scheduled for data movement across βγ. Since
NiNk is larger than (Mβ/3), we assume it does not fit in γ. However, because of
possibly smaller Tj, TjNk, or TjNi might fit γ. In this case, streaming is done
in a way similar to β level. Suppose the smallest tile at β level is from B, which
is of the size TjTk, then the total data movement at βγ is

Λβγ

(
NjNk + NiNj +

NiNkNj

Tj

)
= ΛβγNj(Nk + Ni)

(
1 +

NiNk

Mβ − NiNk

)
(4.11)
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When none of the data tiles fit in γ, a tiling solution analogous to the single-level
tiling presented in Section 4 is employed. This results in the total data movement
cost at βγ being:

Λβγ

(
NjNk√

Mγ

+
NiNj√

Mγ

+
NiNkNj

Tj

)
= ΛβγNj(Ni + Nk)

(
2√
Mγ

+
NiNk

Mβ − NiNk

)

(4.12)
The total data movement cost is computed from the αβ cost (given by
Equation 4.12) together with the βγ cost. The latter is determined using ei-
ther of the Equations 4.11 and 4.12, based on the problem size. By comparing
this overhead with the data movement using equal tile sizes, whose cost is given
by the Equation 4.8, the tiling decision could be made at runtime. The decision
could also be made at installation time for different matrix shapes, which impact
the (Ni + Nk) term.

5 Fusion for Tensor Contraction Sequences

In this section, we describe our approach to determining fused loop structures
for multi-level memory hierarchies. We begin with an analytical approach to
identify profitable loop fusions for tensor contractions. Intuitively, we observe
that loop fusion can result in substantial performance gains only if the overall
execution time is bound by data movement, and not computation. Consider a
series of loops, which correspond to the following series of tensor contraction
expressions.

I1(d, c2, . . . , cn) = I0(d, c1, . . . , cn) × B0(d, c1, . . . , cn)

I2(d, c3, . . . , cn) = I1(d, c2, . . . , cn) × B1(d, c2, . . . , cn)

. . .

In(d) = In−1(d, cn) × Bn−1(d, cn)

The tensors B0, . . ., Bn−1 and I0 are the input tensors and In is the output
tensor. I1, . . ., In−1 are the intermediate tensors. Data movement costs for such
intermediate tensors can potentially be eliminated through fusion. cj corresponds
to the indices contracted in the production of Ij . The various d indices are never
contracted out and contribute to the indices in In. Ii(d) represents the set of
indices Ii contributes to the final output. Ii(cj) denotes the indices in Ii that are
a subset of the contracted indices in contraction j. Ii denotes both the tensor
produced by contraction i and set of all indices that constitute that tensor.
The reference shall be clear from the context. |Ij(d)|, and similar usage, denotes
the total size of the indices in tensor Ij that contribute to the final output.
The relationship between the indices is defined as:

1 ≤ i ≤ n :Ii(d) = Ii−1(d) ∪ Bi−1(d)

1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ i : Ii(cj) = ∅
1 ≤ i ≤ n,i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n : Ii(cj) = Ii−1(cj) ∪ Bi−1(cj)

0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 :Ii(ci+1) ≡ Bi(ci+1)
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The fusion of the loops corresponding to the above tensor expressions is beneficial
only if the data movement cost for the intermediate tensors (I1 through In−1)
dominates, or is at least comparable to, the data movement cost for the input
and the output tensors and the computation cost.

Consider the fusion of the first two contractions. The computation cost of
the first contraction is Cflop

(
|I0(d)| × ∏n

j=1 |I0(cj)| × |B0(d)| × ∏n
j=2 |B0(cj)|

)
.

The minimum data movement cost for I1 that would be eliminated through loop
fusion for the αβ levels is given by: 2 × Λαβ ×

(
|I1(d)| × ∏n

j=2 |I1(cj)|
)
, the

cost of reading and writing the tensor once for each of the contractions. Under
the requirement that this is greater than the fraction, 0 < frac ≤ 1, of the
computation cost of the two relevant contractions, we have:

2 × Λαβ ≥ frac × Cflop × |I0(c1)|

leading to
|I0(c1)| ≤ 2 × Λαβ

frac × Cflop
(5.1)

For the second contraction, the computation cost is given by
Cflop ×

(
|I1(d)| × ∏n

j=2 |I1(cj)| × |B1(d)| × ∏n
j=3 |B1(cj)|

)
. If we want the exe-

cution to be dominated by the movement of I1, the condition now becomes

2Λαβ ≥ frac × Cflop

n∏

j=3

|B1(cj)||B1(d)| =⇒
n∏

j=3

|B1(cj)||B1(d)| ≤ 2 × Λαβ

frac × Cflop

(5.2)

Therefore, for a contraction to be fused with both its previous and the next
contraction, the input Bi has to satisfy both of the following requirements:

|Ii(ci+1)| ≤ 2 × Λαβ

frac × Cflop

n∏

j=i+2

|Bi(cj)| × |Bi(d)| ≤ 2 × Λαβ

frac × Cflop
(5.3)

Combining the above two expressions, together with the fact that Ii(ci+1) =

Bi(ci+1), the size of Bi should be less than
(

2×Λαβ

frac×Cflop

)2

. In current systems,
this number is typically much smaller than the memory size. We therefore assume
that the B tensors in all contractions in the sequence considered, except the first
and last contraction, fit in memory.

The above evaluation does not preclude the B arrays in the first or last con-
traction in a fusable list, B0 and Bn−1 in the above example, from being too
large to fit in memory. In these cases, fusion eliminates the data movement cost
to read and write the intermediate tensor. On the other hand, fusion requires this
contraction to share the available memory with other contractions, potentially
increasing the cost incurred due to duplicated data movement.

Consider B0 being large, with qM (0 ≤ q ≤ 1, Mβ is the memory limit of
level β) being the amount of memory required for fused execution of contractions
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S1=Ii∩ Ii+1∩ Ii+2

S2=Ii ∩ Ii+1, S3 = Ii+2

S4 = Ii

for sx ∈ S1 do
{Allocate Ii+1[sx]};
for sy ∈ S2 − S1 do

{Allocate Ii[sy]};
for sz ∈ S4 − S2 do

{Produce Ii[sz]};
end for
{Update Ii+1[sy ]};

end for
for sw ∈ S3 − S1 do

{Allocate Ii+2[sw]};
{Produce Ii+2[sw]};

end for
end for

Algorithm 1. Sample loop structure with allocation for Ii, Ii+1, and Ii+2

producing tensors I2 through In in the running example. Comparing the two
alternatives discussed above, fusing the first contraction is beneficial when the
condition below is true:

2|I1||I0(c1)|√
Mβ

+ 2|I1| ≥ 2|I1||I0(c1)|√
(1 − q)Mβ

=⇒ |I0(c1)|√
Mβ

+ 1 ≥ |I0(c1)|√
Mβ

√
1 − q

=⇒
√

1 − q

1 −√
1 − q

≥ |I0(c1)|√
Mβ

(5.4)

As shown in equation 5.1, |I0(c1)| is small, usually much smaller than the memory
available. The expression on the left hand side of last inequality above is greater
than 1 for values of q ≤ 0.7. Thus fusion is beneficial despite duplicated data
movement for one of the arrays even when up to 70% of the memory is consumed
by the remaining contractions. Note that this condition can be quickly verified
at runtime once the problem size is known.

5.1 Two-Level Memory Hierarchy

Based on the discussion above, we assume that for a given sequence of tensor
contractions to be fused, the non-intermediate arrays in all contractions, except
for the first and last contraction, must fit in the memory. For simplicity, we
further assume that all such arrays together fit in the available memory. Based
on this assumption, we will first present a solution to the problem of identify-
ing a loop structure, with placement of data movement statements for all the
intermediate arrays and one of the input arrays in the first contraction and the
output array in the last contraction, assuming the remaining arrays fit in mem-
ory. This will later be extended to support the scenario in which the first or the
last contraction require redundant data movement.
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We simplify our presentation by assuming that all dimensions are similar in
size. Consider a contraction list, referred to as a fusable list, in which all contrac-
tions are fusable according to the analysis presented in the previous subsection.
We now determine the actual fusion chain and locations of the data allocation
and movement statements. Let the fusable list be I0, . . ., In. For any three ten-
sors Ii, Ii+1, and Ii+2, a sample loop structure is as shown in Algorithm 1, where
the intersection operation denotes the intersection of indices of two tensors. The
key observation here is that the loop nest producing Ii+1 must be enclosed by a
memory allocation for Ii, since the loop nest consumes Ii. However, the alloca-
tion statements for tensors Ii and Ii+2 need not enclose each other, since they
do not have an immediate producer-consumer relationship. The data movement
statements can be in arbitrary order as long as this condition is satisfied.

In this sample loop structure, the total memory cost is given by mem(Ii+1)+
max(mem(Ii), mem(Ii+2)). Since the unfused loop nest for each contraction,
with one of the arrays fitting in memory, does not incur any redundant data
movement, we consider only loop nests with no redundant data movement. The
total memory cost can be determined through the recurrence relation shown
below:

f(i, j) = 0 , if j < i

=
j

min
k=i

|Ik|
|Commoni,j | + max(f(i, k − 1), f(k + 1, j)) , otherwise

Commoni,j = ∩j
k=iIk

The recurrence is evaluated as f(1, n) to compute the values of all f(i, j) through
dynamic programming. Commoni,j denotes all the loops that are common to
tensor contractions i through j. The procedure to determine the loop structure
first involves computing the memory required by arbitrary sub-chains of the
“fusable list” memoized in a matrix. The function computes the data movement
cost, in terms of volume, of executing a given chain of tensor contractions, ig-
noring the data movement for the first input and the last output. If the entire
chain can be fused with the memory available, the data movement cost is evalu-
ated to be zero. If not, various choices of splitting the chain into sub-chains are
considered, and the choice that minimizes the data movement cost is determined
recursively. For each split the array at the split incurs the data movement cost
equal to twice its size, to write it as output from the first sub-chain and read
it back in the next sub-chain. Note that the algorithms shown only compute
the memory and data movement costs. Determining the actual loop structure
including the loop nesting to obtain the memory cost and splits to achieve the
data movement cost can be determined by keeping track of the choices made
while minimizing the cost function. The procedure is similar to that employed
in the dynamic programming solution to matrix-chain multiplication [9].

When either the first or the last contraction involves large tensors necessi-
tating duplicated data movement, we determine the optimal fusion structures
for the fusable list excluding the contractions requiring such duplicated data
movement. Let us consider the case with I0, B0, and I1 being too large to fit in
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memory. As discussed in Section 5.1, the loops in the second contraction con-
suming the output of the first contraction should be enclosed by the memory
allocation statement for the output tensor of the first contraction. In the running
example, the allocation statement for I1 must enclose the production of I2. Posi-
tions in the loop structure determined for contractions 2 through n that satisfy
this requirement are determined. If the memory consumed by all live tensors at
any of these positions is small enough to enable profitable fusion, as expressed
by the condition 5.4, the first contraction is fused. This procedure is repeated
for the last contraction in the list when it incurs duplicated data movement.

5.2 Multi-level Memory Hierarchies

In the previous section, we presented the steps to determine the fusion structure
that minimizes the data movement cost given a memory constraint. Here we
show how the procedure naturally extends to handle multi-level memory hier-
archies. We have considered fusion as a transformation that combines the loop
corresponding to the producer and consumer such that the data movement cost
for the associated intermediate tensor is eliminated. Effective fusion of a se-
quence of contractions for data movement between the βγ levels implies that all
contractions in the chain can be executed without intervening βγ data transfer,
with sufficient space in γ to fit all necessary intermediates. A sub-chain can be
fused at the γ level if the memory required by it, as computed by this expression,
is less than Mγ . Given the memory cost for each sub-chain at γ, the memory cost
at the β level is calculated using the following modified recurrence expression:

f(i, j) = 0 , if j < i

=
|Ii| + |Ij |
|Ii ∩ Ij | if memoryγ(i, j) ≤ Mγ

=
j

min
k=i

|Ik|
|Commoni,j | + max(f(i, k − 1), f(k + 1, j)) , otherwise

Commoni,j = ∩j
k=iIk

This expression takes into account the fact that when a sub-chain is fused at
the γ level, only the first and last tensor in that sub-chain consume memory
at the β level. The total data movement cost for fusion in the presence of a
multi-level memory hierarchy is computed using a modified version of procedure
employed for a two-level memory hierarchy. If the memory required at the β level
to execute a sub-chain is less than Mβ , the corresponding data movement cost
is determined. The data movement cost for a sub-chain fusable at the γ level is
given as the cost to transfer the first and last tensor in the chain between the βγ
levels. We assume that despite fusion of some of the loops, the dimensions of the
remaining loops are large enough for tiling all dimensions at the γ level. When
a sub-chain involves a single contraction, due to the need for redundant data
movement, its total data movement cost is computed as discussed in Section 4.1.
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Expression A (Small Input):

C[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6] = A[h1,h2,h3,h7] × B[h4,h5,h6,h7]

I[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h8] = B2[h8,h6] × C[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6

Expression B (Large Common Index):

C[h6,h5,h4,h3,h2,h1] = A[h7,h5,h4,h3,h2,h1] × B[h7,h6]

I[h8,h2,h1] = B2[h8,h6,h5,h4,h3] × C[h6,h5,h4,h3,h2,h1]

Expression C (Large Input):

C[h8, h7, h6,h5,h4,h3,h2,h1] = A[h9, h4,h3,h2,h1]×B[h9, h8, h7,h6,h5]

I[h10,h7,h6,h5,h4,h3,h2,h1] = B2[h10,h8]× C[h8, h7, h6,h5,h4,h3,h2,h1]

Expression D (Long Chain):

M1[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h7] = M0[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6] × B1[h6,h7]

M2[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h8] = M1[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h7] × B2[h5,h8]

M3[h1,h2,h3,h9,h7,h8] = M2[h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h8] × B3[h4,h9]

M4[h1,h2,h10,h9,h7,h8] = M3[h1,h2,h3,h9,h7,h8] × B4[h3,h10]

M5[h1,h11,h10,h9,h7,h8] = M4[h1,h2,h10,h9,h7,h8]× B5[h2,h11]

Expression E (Fewer Dimensions and Large Dimension Size):

C[h1,h2,h3,h4] = B[h3,h5] × A[h1,h2,h4,h5]

I [h1,h2,h3,h6] = B2[h6,h4] × C[h1,h2,h3,h4]

Fig. 2. Tensor contraction expressions used as benchmarks

6 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate our methods by executing tensor contractions on a system with
an explicitly managed, multi-level, memory hierarchy. Particularly, the system
consisted of the following three levels in the memory hierarchy: disk, global
memory, and the local or device memory. The global memory corresponds to the
use of global arrays [27] on the cluster. The device memory is the memory on
the GPU, which had a similar size as the local memory on each node. Since all
processing is done on the GPU, processor cache is not an important component
of the memory hierarchy. Within the GPU, the programmable cache or the
shared memory reflects another level in the hierarchy, but did not turn out to be
important for our target class of applications. In particular, the shared memory
in the GPUs we used was too small to enable fusion. The impact of tiling on
kernels such as matrix-matrix multiplication has been extensively evaluated in
a variety of contexts [25,31,16,8]. While the tile sizes are derived as discussed
earlier, we focus on demonstrating the impact of our approach to fusion.

The specific configuration used was a cluster environment where each com-
puting node has two quad-core Intel Xeon X5560 CPUs, running at 2.80 GHz.
Every pair of nodes shares a Tesla 1070 GPU box, which means every node
has two GPUs available as accelerators. For simplicity, in our experiments, we
launch two processes on each node, so that every process can use one GPU for
acceleration. Our analytical models assume that there is a 32 GB global memory
and 1 GB local memory for the application’s data structures. In all the experi-
ments, the input data and the final output are stored on the disk. Input files are
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first loaded into the global memory, then moved to the local memory. Storage
of output file follows the reverse order. Communication between disk and global
memory is collective, whereas, the data movement between the global memory
and the local memory is one-sided (each processor transfers data independently).

Our evaluation was based on five candidate sets of contractions, chosen to
reflect the nature of the contractions in quantum chemistry. These benchmark
expressions are listed in Figure 2. For each expression, we evaluate the benefit of
fusion at both the global memory level and the disk level. Fusion at the global
memory level implies that the intermediate data resides in the device memory,
whereas fusion at the disk level implies that the intermediate data is kept in the
global memory. As a baseline, we also created a non-fused version which refers
to the case when all intermediate results are copied to the disk and need to be
loaded for the next contraction. Our approach predicts that fusion is beneficial
at the disk level for all five expressions, while fusion at the global memory level
is beneficial for expressions A, B, C, and D.

6.1 Effectiveness on Different Expressions

We comparison the fused and non-fused versions in terms of computation cost,
the transfer time between global and local memory levels, and disk I/O cost. In
all the charts, LM-GM implies data transfer time between the local memory and the
global memory. In Figures 3, 5, and 7), the left bar in each bar cluster denotes the
time with fusion, and the right bar denotes the time without fusion. Computation
time reported here includes time spent in floating point operations and data
movement between local memory and the GPU device memory. Therefore, in
some cases, the computation time reported is shorter in the version with fusion.
The disk I/O times, which could be much higher than the other components,
are shown in Figures 4, 6, and 8.

Expression A – Fusion with small input matrices: The Expression A
involves two contractions, where all input matrices fit in local memory. Data
transfers for the matrices C and I are the dominating factors in this computation,
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and fusion eliminates the overhead of moving C. The first cluster of bars in
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the benefit achieved by fusion at the disk and global
memory levels, respectively. The experiments were done with the dimension size
40, on four computing nodes. We can see that the fusion at the GM level reduces
the sum of computation and the local memory transfer time by about 40%. On
the other hand, fusion at disk to global memory level is playing an even more
important role, since the execution is dominated by this part. From Figure 4,
we can see that fusion results in speedup of about 2.4.

Expression B – Fusion with large common index in the last contrac-
tion: In this expression, the input B2 in the second contraction is large, so
tiling is done on the dimensions h5, h4, h3, and h2. Though it introduced repli-
cated accumulation for I, the overhead is still much smaller than the overhead
of communication for C and B2. Fusion turns out to be beneficial as it removes
communication for C. The performance with and without fusion at the two lev-
els is shown in the second clusters from the left in Figures 3 and 4. We have
experimented with the size of each dimension being 40. For the sum of compu-
tation and local memory transfer times, fusion resulted in a 45% reduction. At
the disk level, the speedup by fusion is about 3.7, because the large amount of
time spent in writing C is avoided.

Expression C – Fusion for large inputs in the first contraction: As stated
in Section 5.1, when the two input matrices in the first contraction are large
enough to exceed the memory limit at a certain level of memory, fusion is still
beneficial because the intermediate result is still the dominant part. Expression
C represents this case, under the assumption that the matrix C is very large and
does not fit in the local memory. Therefore, tiling has to be performed on the
non-common index of the input matrices A and B.

We experimented with the dimension size being 16. From the third bar cluster
in Figure 3, we can see that fusion saved 75% of the sum of computation and
the local memory transfer times. Again, the benefit of fusion at the disk level
is more significant. By fusion, the total disk I/O has a speedup of about 2.5 by
removing matrix C, the dominating factor in the non-fused version.

Expression D – Fusion for a list of five contractions: The expression
D was particularly chosen to test the fusion algorithm we had presented for
a fusion chain. Every contraction here has one small input (B1, B2, B3, B4,
and B5), which could reside in the local memory. Fusion of all five contractions
requires memory size N5, where N is the size of one dimension. Therefore, in
the case where the size of the local memory is 1 GB, we cannot fuse all the five
contractions at global memory level when tile size is 40 or more. According to
our fusion algorithm, in the fused version at the global memory level, if the tile
size is smaller than 40, we fuse all the five contractions. However, when tile size
is larger, we break the fusion chain and fuse the two shorter chains separately.

The performance for this expression with the dimension size 40 is shown
as the fourth bar cluster in Figures 3 and 4. Moreover, as we have analyzed
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above, this expression exhibits interesting behavior as problem size is changed.
Therefore, we analyzed the performance with varying dimension sizes, and the
results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. For dimension size smaller than 40, the
speedup of fusion is about 2∼2.5, and drops to 1.4∼1.7 when N ≥ 40. At the
disk level, fusion of five contractions is always feasible with problem sizes we
have experimented with, resulting in a speedup of 4∼5 due to fusion.

Expression E – A case for which fusion does not have significant ben-
efits: Our fusion condition predicts that fusion does not have significant benefit
under certain conditions. The right most bar cluster in Figure 3 shows the per-
formance with and without fusion at global memory level for the Expression E.
We used a dimension size of 256. The execution time here is dominated by the
computation time. Speedup by fusion is only about 1.02∼1.09, which is consis-
tent with our prediction. This shows that our models are capable of correctly
predicting when fusion is not be beneficial, or result in small improvements.

6.2 Scalability Study

We studied the benefit of our optimizations as the number of nodes in the cluster
increases. We only present detailed results from the Expression A – the results
from other cases are similar. Figures 7 and 8 show the performance on a relatively
large problem size (N = 48), with different numbers of nodes. For the sum of
computation and local memory transfer times, the speedup is about 1.8∼2.3.
At disk level, the speedup due to fusion ranges between 2.3 and 2.5. It can be
seen that the computation time decreases with increasing number of nodes, i.e.,
the computation is being parallelized effectively. However, the communication
time becomes relatively large, as data may be retrieved from different parts of
the global memory. Thus, fusion becomes increasingly important at larger node
counts. At the disk level, the I/O time is relatively independent of the number
of nodes, resulting in relatively stable performance improvement from fusion.
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7 Related Work

The previous work on optimizing tensor contractions focused on efficient explo-
ration of the search space of memory hierarchy transformations [33,14]. Sahoo
et al. pruned the search space while combining permutation, loop fusion, tiling,
and placement of disk I/O operations [33]. Gao et al. extended this work fur-
ther to minimize disk I/O costs [14]. This work only considered data movement
across one level of memory hierarchy. In comparison, our work is the first in of-
fering solutions with data movement across more than two levels. We have also
presented more efficient algorithms for determining candidates for loop fusion.

Outside the specific context of tensor contractions, there is a very large volume
of work on optimizing for memory hierarchies [23,24]. Most of this work has
focused on improving the utilization of a processor cache, which is not explicitly
programmer controlled. One key difference between the work in this area and
our work is in the metrics used for transformations. Cache transformations are
based on metrics like reuse distance [12] or stack distance [7]. In comparison, we
target programmer controlled memory hierarchy levels, and applications where
we primarily see capacity misses. Also, because we are focusing on a limited class
of applications, it is possible to develop a more accurate cost model. Darte has
studied the general complexity of loop fusion [10] and has presented an approach
for optimized memory allocation [11].

Significant work has been done on optimizing out-of-core programs. Particu-
larly, Brown et al. have used compiler analysis to optimize prefetching of data in
out-of-core programs [6]. Kandemir et al. have considered several compiler op-
timizations for out-of-core parallel programs [18] and other I/O intensive appli-
cations [17], building on earlier work at Syracuse/Northwestern and Rice [5,36].
The key difference in our work is the consideration of data movement across
more than two levels of programmer controlled memory hierarchy.

Prior to interest in accelerating computations using GPUs, several researchers
have studied deeper memory hierarchies. Mitchell et al. considered multi-level
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caches, and further included considerations for instruction-level parallelism and
TLB in their work [25]. For multi-level caches, they observed that single-level
tiling is sufficient. We have considered a different architecture, and our conclu-
sions are different. Rivera and Tseng examined loop transformations for multi-
level caches, and finding that all performance gains can be achieved by simply
focusing on L1 cache [32]. Clearly, as we have considered architectures with a dif-
ferent type of multi-level memory hierarchy, our conclusions are different. More
recent work has considered multi-level tiling, but specific to stencil computa-
tions [30]. We perform tiling for a different class of applications. Qaseem et al.
have used complex modeling and a direct search to find transformation param-
eters [28]. Ren et al. presented an auto-tuning framework for software-managed
memory hierarchies [29]. We, in comparison, employ an analytical approach.

With recent interest in GPUs, there has been some work on optimizing data
movements from main memory to device memory [35,34,22]. However, we are
not aware of any extensive code restructuring framework to optimize these costs.
Within the context of GPUs, another research direction involves optimization
of shared memory use in GPUs, which are also a form of application-controlled
cache. In this area, Baskaran et al. have provided an approach for automati-
cally arranging shared memory on NVIDIA GPU by using the polyhedral model
for affine loops [4]. Moazeni et al. have adapted approaches for register alloca-
tion, particularly those based on graph coloring, to manage shared memory on
GPU [26]. A very similar problem is optimization for scratch-pad memory in
embedded systems. Diouf et al. used integer linear programming to solve the
problem [13]. Li et al proposed interval coloring approach for arranging scratch-
pad memory, utilizing the observation that live ranges of two arrays should not
interfere or one should not contain the other [20]. Udayakumaran et al. address
the scratch-pad memory allocation in a dynamic way, using a greedy heuristic
as the cost model [37]. None of these efforts have considered multi-level data
movement. Most of these efforts are also not suitable for applications like tensor
contractions, where only a fraction of a single array can fit in the memory.

8 Conclusions

Emerging high-end architectures are bringing new challenges for compilers and
code generation systems. Particularly, deeper, explicitly controlled memory hi-
erarchies are becoming common and need to be optimized for. This paper has
considered tiling, loop fusion, and placement of data movement operations for
tensor contractions, which is an important class of scientific applications, for
systems with more than two levels in the memory hierarchy. We have developed
practical techniques focusing on the dominant cost factors. Experimental evalu-
ation has shown that loop fusion for multiple levels improves performance and
our methods can correctly predict cases where loop fusion is not advantageous.
In addition to being effective, we believe these low complexity approaches serve
to reduce the search space and provide effective starting points for empirical
search in the “neighborhood” of the candidate loop structures chosen.
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